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THE COMPANY

THIS WEEK!

StockerCrew distributes all

MOUNTY 100V IS HERE!

manner of machinery for
Vegetation and Grass
Maintenance, Tool Carrier
Tractors, Front PTO & 3 Point
Lifters for Agricultural Tractors,
Switching cooling fans and other
accessories / implements.

REFORM Mounty

The powerful Reform Mounty 100V has arrived.
Do you have any of the following work that you just cannot do safely or efficiently:
Levee banks

StockerCrew's primary regard

Fire breaks

is quality; an element essential

Roadside (shoulders)
Parks & playing fields
Under powerlines

to the long term success of our
competitive position, reputation
and customer satisfaction.

Rough / steep ground
Gullies / culverts
Embankments

REFORM Mounty

Unbeatable on slopes.
(Left) A picture is worth a thousand words.
High slope capability because of low centre of gravity and large footprint.

REFORM Mounty

The versatile tool carrier.
Front and rear linkage / PTO. Attachments such as frontend loader, wide
area rotary mower, seed drill, snow plough, snow blower, flail mower, reach
arm mower, road brush and more!. The attachments available to suit the
mounty 100V makes the applications almost endless.

REFORM Mounty

High manoeuvrability through 4wheel steering.
Hydrostatic drive and steering. Four wheel drive, diff locks front and rear, Crab steering to prevent the
"multi pass" effect. Turning radius of 3.55m.
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REFORM Mounty

Strong.

Strong linkages and power takeoffs with softstart control for use of heavy attachments. Axle mounted
front linkage gives perfect contour following.

REFORM Mounty

Incredible powertoweight ratio.
101HP turbocharged 4 cylinder VM engine, 340Nm torque, tractor dead weight of 3625kg.

REFORM Mounty

Powerful, compact, strong, easy to operate and very stable.
Why risk it any longer? Safety is everyone's responsibility.

View Mounty 100V today by calling StockerCrew for a demonstration.

StockerCrew's entire range of products can be viewed at www.stockercrew.com.au. If you require
further information please do not hesitate to contact us.

Telephone: (02) 4954 8900
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Email: sales@stockercrew.com.au
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